MARINE DOCTOR
(A system to make easier and more effective requests of medical advice from
ships to onshore)

User instructions
Rome, April 2021.
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MARINE DOCTOR (WHAT AND WHY)
Seafarers have come across a proper medical check-up before they entering into
a vessel, but because of anomalies in marine life, there is always a constant risk
of getting sick or experiencing injuries. In this case, the lack of health
professionals onboard makes the situation even worse. In general merchant
ships do not have medical facilities on board. When seafarer got a sickness or
accident, either the ship captain or the officers who are in charge will assist
them, but these people do not have enough medical knowledge.
There is a constant advantage for expert systems and the internet of things (IoT)
in particular. Expert systems help solve complex problems with human
knowledge, and these systems can represent the human intelligence or
commands of machine language. On the other hand, a person who is in charge
of the healthcare onboard had limited medical knowledge and provide nominal
medical support.
To overcome this, we developed a Marine Doctor (MD) System that can facilitate
telemedical services in an emergency. Sometimes, symptomatic information of
pathology could hinder by lack of medical expertise to ship captain or medical
officers. In such a condition, the TMAS doctor cannot identify the exact medical
condition of the seafarer. By digital healthcare equipment like SHES, an onshore
doctor can access patient data without a problem.
A comprehensive analysis of seafarers’ medical issues that were conducted from
medical records of patients assisted onboard ships by the International Radio
Medical Centre (C.I.R.M.), Italy. In the first phase, the common pathologies that
occurred onboard were analysed, later a detailed questionnaire for each medical
problem was developed to provide precise symptomatic information to the
onshore doctor.
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MARINE DOCTOR PLAYERS
Total of three players involved in this operation of marine doctor software.

➢ In the seafarers’ panel, the onboard healthcare staff operates SHES with
predefined credentials for generating new medical requests. After adding
the seafarer’s details like gender, age, nationality, blood pressure, pulse
rate, BMI, etc. In the follow-up screen, it asks to select a medical problem
from the dropdown list. Thereafter the system presents a new screen with
a symptomatic questionnaire of a selected category. The collective
response of each questionnaire is directly transmitted to a doctor panel
called ‘medical flag’.
➢ TMAS doctor panel assesses the medical flag. Subsequent analysis of
seafarers' requests and specialists delivers responses including diagnostic
and drug information, treatment measures, and immediate precautions
that have to follow onboard.
➢ The Administrative (TMAS centre) panel is update medical flag status and
keeps active in the system until the seafarer completely recovers.
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Figure. Marine doctor functionality
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WORKING FUNCTIONALITY OF MARINE DOCTOR
✓ We will send you one Zip file containing the marine doctor software folder
via Email or web cloud link.
✓ The user has to unzip the folder and save that folder on the desktop
screen.

✓

After extraction, if a user opens the marine doctor folder, you can find
one executable file (.exe) named “MD”

✓ Please give a double click on the MD file and wait for 2-3 seconds to open.
Main duties

❖ The captain or medical in charge onboard should add all the seafarer's details.
❖ When the Captain creates a medical request, then the front-end desktop
application collects the medical request, and transfer the request to the
doctor via the web (HTTP. protocol).
❖ Front end-user interface (UI) elements can enable the users to create a
medical request on the application.
❖ Once the medical request has been transferred to the MD web server, request
assessment will be done on the application logic. After that, ship messages
can be assigned to the particular health professional, and a request will be
stored in a central server.
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USER MANUAL

1. Primarily, the captain or medical in charge onboard has login into the system
for seafarer’s registration.
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2. The follow-up to log in the system will display a page of three separate Icons
such as

•

• Seafarer registration
• Registered seafarers Details
Medical Doctor Requests (MDR) list
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3. When the onboard person clicks on Add seafarer, the system will request
to fill seafarer details form to fill. After adding the seafarer, personal
information is securely stored in the system.
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4. All registered seafarer details can be displayed on the seafarers' list.
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5. If a seafarer is ill, the captain has to click on a medical request.
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6. After clicking on the medical request button, the system will request a ship
position and symptomatic details.
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7. As a next step, the system will ask the captain to fill the questionaries to
understand precise symptomatic information.
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8. In case, the user does not have an idea of body part notation please click
on one of a suitable image to describe the accident body position.
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9. Once filled with all the questionnaires, MDR is ready to generate immediate
first aid information.
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10.All MDR requests successfully stored under the MDR list icon

11. The Medical request transfer to the doctor mail. Then the doctor will assess
the symptomatic information and suggests necessary prevention measures.
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12.

The doctor's response can be displayed by clicking view doctor replay.
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Additional instructions

•

•

•
•

The marine doctor is a desktop application that is always connected with
the local database. So please careful because the MD.exe file should be
saved and operated from the same marine doctor folder.
It is mainly designed to provide or transform primary request of patient
information in a structured manner to onshore doctor email. So, the
system allows a single doctor response at a time for each medical flag.
Further doctor and captain communication can be done through mail
chats.
If any unnecessary or extra medical flags generated in the software, please
try to delete them that effectively makes the system operation.

Thank you for your kind involvement
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